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United Standard 
 
Country: Italy 
Founded: 2015  
Designer: Giorgio Di Salvo 
 
Words: Sara Kaufman
Photography: Jonathan Frantini

“I am a nerd representing the union of nerds”. Giorgio Di Salvo,  
founder of United Standard, is most likely going to kill me when 
he sees I chose to open this feature with this quote specifically, 
but come on, how could I not? It’s just too funny, the creator of 
a brand – not just a brand, a factory – that everyone would 
define as cool and hip calling himself as a nerd unionist. Funny, 
but somehow also revealing: things which seem to have been 
created with the precise intent of doing something cool for cool 
people are actually, more often than not, brainchildren of nerds 
(or self-defined ones) looking for an output for their – nerdy 
– creativity. 

It is the case for United Standard, the brand which Giorgio 
Di Salvo launched in 2016 together with “Davide and Claudio”, 
aka Davide de Giglio and Claudio Antonioli of New Guards, the 
fashion group in charge of Palm Angels, Off-White, Heron 
Preston and Marcelo Burlon County of Milan among others. 
Di Salvo was no new kid on the block, in 2004 he created 
VNGRD together with a couple of partners, a brand which back 
then had caught the attention of Kanye West, later on he 
collaborated with Marcelo Burlon creating the graphics that 
pumped the launch of County of Milan. However – personal 
opinion – he was perhaps too much of a creative and not 
enough of a fashion guy to share the stage with “Davide 
and Claudio”, and after one season he chose to go solo. 

The best way to understand Di Salvo’s philosophy and his 
creative process is to turn back time to the 90s. Back then 
mine and his generation were discovering a new – less 
academic, more liberating – way of  ’making it happen’. 
Italy was far from being institutionally artist-friendly, so cities 
like Milan, Bologna and Rome were home to highly creative 
underground movements, which blended new technologies 
and old scrap materials into art which, slowly making their 
way from the underground to the mainstream. It was all about 
doing, without worrying so much about the purpose and the 
commercial outcomes. And all about experimenting too - the 
boundaries between music, visual, performing arts and fashion 
design had been knocked down, people joined forces, sharing 
their skills and their tools. Today United Standard kind of 
embodies that vision, although the innocence of those is 
probably gone for good, we’ve all grown up and we all need 
to make money and pay mortgage. In fact, when asked why he 
chose fashion among all possible means of expression, Di Salvo 
doesn’t shy away from answering “it’s the most similar thing 
to a job I could come up with” I’m telling you, interviewing 
this guy was fun. 

He also adds that having a brand is a rather effective way 
of creating an artistic platform, you can put one label on 
everything you do. Di Salvo is an eclectic artist who plays 
around with music, graphic design, visuals, events and video. 
Fashion comes on top of all this cultural package: “Fashion uses 
design to communicate culture. Because of Instagram, self-
promoted celebrities and these kind of things, communication 
has just got faster and faster. Today you can’t possibly think of 
being inspirational only with dresses and textiles”. For this and 
other more commercial reasons, fashion brands are turning 

into lifestyle brands and designers are being replaced by 
creative directors, who oversee not only the production but also 
the entire communication of the lifestyle that the brands wishes 
to promote. Giorgio Di Salvo is one of them and, although his 
creative process looks back at the 90s, his strategy is spot on 
contemporary.

United Standard is a conceptually elevated streetwear brand. 
Streetwear was born – Di Salvo enlightens me - together with 
the skate culture, when kids started putting the logo of their 
tribes on t-shirts, de facto creating merchandising for their 
culture. Once again, it was about using design to communicate 
culture. “Riccardo” (another old friend of his, Tisci, for 
ignorants like myself), was probably the first pioneer to throw a 
streetwear t-shirt in his ready-to-wear collections. “With a 
mere 300 euros one could put a foot inside the fashion world”. 
Or, as I see it, with much less than 300 euros the fashion world 
could put a foot in the streets, which were becoming more and 
more of an interesting market. For at the same time, the wind 
was changing: the white supremacy was going downhill 
together with its style codes. The streets – coming from the 
street, or at lest dressing like if you did – became cool. Some 
brands saw it as an easy way to make clothes and money, 
others saw it as a challenge: turning simple designs into 
something special - “If in 2019 you still rely only on expensive 
things in order to make beautiful stuff you are either the wrong 
way down or taking a shortcut”. However, the undying influence 
of master designers, artisans and tailors, who pursued 
perfection in every stitch,  inspired streetwear brands to 
evolve: there used to be no such thing as a streetwear designer, 
now there are plenty and the product’s quality has no doubt 
improved.

The part that Di Salvo enjoys most is not so much the 
production (after all, strictly speaking, he is not a fashion 
designer) but the research that comes before, in terms of style, 
but also in terms of materials. He experiments with very 
technical textiles, collaborating with companies who supply  the 
nautical, aerospace and military industry. Using advanced 
fabrics to make clothes for daily wear, focusing not only on their 
technical aspects but also on the poetic side inspired by their 
texture, creates a short circuit, gradually evolving into a style. 

United Standard fall/winter collection, ’factory progresso’, was 
inspired by all kinds of stuff – from Tarkowsky’s ’Stalker’ to Elio 
Petri’s ’The working class goes to heaven’. The result is boxy, 
bulky shapes in hi-tech materials coming- from-the moon style, 
communicating a strong appetite for life and demanding 
freedom. Unfortunately I missed the show, but it must have 
been a blast: a rave (there goes the 90s kid again) within a 
functioning factory set inside a distopic future. What must have 
been even more of a blast – or maybe not so much – is Di Salvo 
patiently trying to explain why and how he wishes to introduce 
his show in the rigid setting of Milan Fashion Week to a bunch 
of rather puzzled Chamber of Fashion officers. 

I have read multiple reviews of the United Standard show. Many 
seasoned editors seemed to be more interested in stressing on 
how well supported Di Salvo is by his local group of friends than 
actually reviewing the collection. Truth is, aren’t we all 
supported? If it’s not by our friends it’s by our money or by our 
family’s name. This is Italy, it’s hard enough for a designer, or 
for an artist, to do anything but, as Di Salvo puts it “There is 
always a way to crack the system”, and it’s not an editor’s job to 
judge whether the cracking has been done through money, 
connections, friendship or – you know – talent.
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Di Petsa 
 
Country: Greece 
Founded: 2018  
Designer: Dimitra Petsa 
 
Words: Silvia Vacirca 
Photography: 
B1,B4: Marie Deteneuille 

The fish doesn’t know it is wet but Dimitra Petsa – the artist 
behind Dipetsa - wants the fish to know. Like a nouvelle 
Madame Vionnet she drapes fabrics out of the Sea and the 
Latrine Divine in post-water fashion. Silver Prayer Bra and 
Masturbation Denim are the names of two of the pieces from 
her Wetlook collection. Clever, funny and tragic, Dipetsa clothes 
look like you just pissed on yourself or you just came out of 
the ocean in a seashell but the’re dry as an ice cream stick. 
Young ladies looking like they’re not in control of their stinking 
body fluids making fun of you all. Dimitra was born in Athens 
on August, 12th 1994 and it’s quite safe to say the place she 
lives by has had an influence on her work. In fact, she lives 
next to a port and, as a result, is “very inspired by the Sea and 
the relationship of the Greek culture to it”. Her clothes retain 
the primeval energy of the dancing maenads: menacing and 
liberating.  She graduated in Performance Art and studied 
fashion at Central St. Martins MA Fashion Womenswear 
where she worked on her wetness design philosophy. 
She can remember the time she lost control of her bodily fluids: 
“I was coming back from University and it was a really hard day. 
I just started crying in public, 

B

I wasn’t making any sounds but I just couldn’t stop the tears. 
I would wipe them off and they would keep coming like someone 
opened a tap inside me”. One day she took the decision to piss 
on herself in the Athens metro. A quite literal way of letting go 
both her fluids and shame. From that powerful experience she 
had the idea of creating a pair of pee stained trousers. It doesn’t 
come as a surprise that according to Dimitra the very idea 
of fashion is connected to “the act of wearing as performing. 
It is also the study of the deep connection people have with 
their nakedness and the clothes that conceal and reveal it. 
From the point of view of the designer fashion is also a quest 
for intimacy with a stranger. I wouldn’t necessarily say that 
fashion is an outdated word it just for me has a wider more 
all encompassing meaning than what people usually associate 
it with.” The Wetness project “is based on the idea that the 
way we treat our bodily fluids has an immediate connection to 
how we treat our environment and others. There are so many 
ways in which society makes us strive for dryness mainly by the 
threat of shame, self inflicted punishment.” The performance 
ethos is embodied in Dipetsa design process. It took her six 
months to develop her highly sophisticated technique: all hand 

sewn. People wearing her clothes feel “that’s it’s very flattering 
the way that it drapes. Also the material is very soft and it’s 
very easy to move in. I usually wear the wetlook pieces myself 
when I go out dancing.” Ironically, she uses a lot of fabric to let 
you appear naked. In the past, she used to do a lot of loose knits 
for “her friends’ magazine Ruins. Before that I was making the 
costume for my own performances and specific projects and 
also just for me to wear when I went out.” She used the same 
materials the Greek Orthodox preasts clothes are made of “and 
it’s entirety hand sewn as well. I was looking at the connection 
people have with what is holy and I wanted to take this very 
strictly patriarchal material and recontextualise it for the 
wetness project.” Holy water, Bodily water, Sea water. “Water 
is water”, she states. “Everything else can only be wet.” Since 
Earth is drying up, wearing wetness is a refreshing luxury.
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Vitelli 

Country: Italy 
Founded: 2016 
Designer: Mauro Simionato 
 
Words: Silvia Vacirca 
Photography: Adrianna Glaviano

It is widely known that between a smile and a cry, the happiness 
of a generation and the despair of the next one, a nose and a 
mirror, limbos widen, in-between spaces inhabited by dull 
sinners. Sometimes people who  inhabit limbos are seemingly 
carefree, like Lilliputian lambs browsing on a green ocean under 
a blue cotton sky unaware of the hungry wolf. Unaware they’re 
doomed and dumbed, doombohed. Doomboh is the name of the 
cosmic knitwear project launched by Vitelli, an Italian knitwear 
brand entirely made in Italy but with a cosmic afflatus harking 
back to Renaissance universalism. Since 1861, Italy has been 
deemed a doomed nation by intellectuals, a crooked wood to fix, 
where the fix was The True Italian Style. Thank God Vitelli is the 
fashion pill we need to all of that since their collections find 
their way to Italianness in a brave and touching imaginative way, 
never heard of before. That’s what makes Vitelli so relevant and 
worth to write about. They draw inspiration from the history of 
Italian youth culture – yes, Italians were young, heartache to 
heartache - without taking the ideological stiffness in. Vitelli is 
produced by local craftspeople, and each knit is hand-looped. 
Manufacturers are family-owned local factories, independent, 
persons with ideas and care for details.  All garments are 

knitted, looped, printed or embroidered in Schio (VI).  
The foremost inspiration is the un-imagery of Gioventù 
Cosmica, the first Italian clubbing scene stuck between  
70s surgelati and 80s pasta alla vodka, a post-hippy youth 
movement born in 1980 with the motto “Music is culture” which 
left almost no visual traces behind, except in some scattered 
tender obsessed Facebook groups. The Cosmic Youth set  
roots by specific dance clubs including Cosmic, Melodj Mecca, 
Typhoon, Chicago, Vinavil and Spleen. With Cosmic Youth 
Italians the exterior became an interior and viceversa, with 
venues not big enough for everybody to get in and many 
club-goers spending the weekend between the parking 
lots and the beach, setting up sound-systems or playing 
mixtapes in their cars, doing drugs. The scene was between 
1978 and 1982. Really pushing to 1984. It was a really massive 
scene that expanded around Rimini and to Venice which is really 
quite a country area. There were loads of clubs. Baia degli 
Angeli was one of the biggest back then, it had a 4.000 capacity 
with stars like Grace Jones performing, and Giorgio Armani  
and Fiorucci as regular guests. Italians had their own totally 
maverick interpretation of this special period and Vitelli has  

his own too. Imagine running on the moon with a snorkel, or 
swimming in caramel. The dislocating slowness and the familiar 
turned into a stranger thing is not unlike the Afro Cosmic sound 
of Italy and is not unlike Vitelli collections, the Doomboh one in 
particular. Doomboh is a play on Walt Disney 1941 Dumbo, the 
word doom, and the enigma, the ironic “boh”. The Dumbos of 
the world, like Doomboh knits, are innocent things, forgotten 
scraps. Ridiculous and necessary in their uselessness.  Vitelli’s 
Doomboh felt pity for those scraps. In fact, the collection is 
entirely made of 100% reclaimed yarn and padded with 100% 
salvaged knits, sourced and collected from local factories. 
Needle-punched and embroidered within zero miles-km, each 
object is hand-finished, and fully sustainable. Don’t let the eye 
be fooled, those sweaters look rough but they’re soapy soft. The 
delightfully creative technique makes them feel and look alive, 
biomorphic yarns growing on your body unfinished like 
forgotten notes, lulling the skin and slowing the body down. 
Wool jobs exposing our vulnerabilities. Luckily, the very things 
that held us down are going to carry us up.
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Magliano 

Country: Italy 
Year of foundation: 2016 
Designer: Luca Magliano 

Words: Sara Kaufman 
Photography: Bruna Kazinoti

Aspetto un'emozione sempre più indefinibile,  
sempre più indefinibile
Teatri vuoti e inutili potrebbero affollarsi
Se tu, se tu ti proponessi di recitare te
Emilia paranoica
Emilia paranoica
Emilia paranoica, paranoica, paranoica 

I am waiting for an emotion, more and undefinable, more and 
more undefinable
Empty and useless theaters could actually fill up
If you, if you, would suggest acting yourself
Emilia paranoid
Emilia paranoid
Emilia paranoid, paranoid, paranoid

In 1986 the Italian punk group CCCP – originally from Reggio 
Emilia – released an anthem for their hyper toxic – hyper 
creative region, Emilia Romagna. In 1980 Pier Vottorio Tondelli, 
also from Reggio Emilia, wrote his first book, Altri Libertini –  
a collection of six stories narrating life and dreams of his peers, 
which was censored for obscenities only twenty days after its 
release. Also in 1980, Andrea Pazienza, an Italian comics artist 
enrolled in the university of Bologna, created his most 
celebrated character – Zanardi – emblematic of the cynical, 
non-committed 1980s – whose graphic adventures depicted the 
city, its university and the characteristic local 'fauna'. In the 
mean time the Bolognese trash band Skiantos released its most 
popular album ever – Kinotto. The most famous track of the 
album was about a some kind of perversion for teenage girls.  
In Riccione, a tiny province of the nearby riviera, a club called 
Cocoricò attracted local and international artists and pro 
clubbers in an acid spiral of electronic music, synthetic drugs 
and extraordinary performances. The club forced the sleepy 
boutiques of Riccione into an upgrade and the city soon became 
a hotspot for fashion trends.

The world was undoubtedly at its creative peaks, but the entire 
region of Emilia Romagna was beyond creativity: it was in the 
middle of a collective delirium and Bologna, being the capital, 
dominated the scene. In 1987 Luca Magliano was born, in 
Bologna.

All those who – like me - were born in the 80s might not 
remember what was going on. But still we experienced it all and 
those memories – clear or foggy – are forever fixed somewhere 
in our brains. We all ate plastic ready-made food, spoon-fed by 
our chain-smoking parents, while our older siblings got ready 
for a night out – a procedure which back then took an average 
of 3 to 4 hours as going out looking too casual was social 
suicide. Our families might – or might not - have been rich,  
but the world (at leas the Western one) was wealthy and this 
general sense of well-being (having a job and a house, not 
having to chose between eating and paying the phone bill and 
being able to also throw in a vacation) showed its results. 
Revolutions come from desperate times of crisis, but it's easier 
to be creative when your stomach is full and you don't have 
major worries. Magliano defines the 80s as the Humanism of 
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the 1900, quoting its intellectual approach to art, politics,  
communication and social causes. On the other hand he 
considers his generation as “orphans of the great thinkers of 
the 80s”, most which, including some of the ones mentioned at 
the beginning of this article, died of aids or drug abuse before 
having had the time to consolidate their ideas: “ we are orphans 
and we do not even know it. We don't know that there have 
been people a few decades ago who fought the same battles as 
us, who did the same things we want to do but did them better. 
I respond to this by creating an inventory of the persons – real 
or realistic - who populated those years”. 

Magliano's fashion is a sartorial one and has the wardrobe 
fundamentals as a starting point. By wardrobe fundamentals he 
does not mean the streetwear-friendly t-shirts and hoodies but  
“those pieces which have a first name and a second name – 
buttondown shirt, double-breasted coat... and which have a 
specific meaning in the collective mindset”. Once again, it is the 
80s which inspire him: “in the 80s guys would go clubbing in a 
suit. There still wasn't the contemporary (fashion) nihilism 
which stripped everything down to no more than a t-shirt.  
I want to be able to discuss the creation of trousers, jackets and 
shirts from a sartorial point of view. We are always capable of 
explaining our work because it always originates from items 
which have gained value in the history of costume”. So far there 
have been three significant encounters in the designer's life 
(work-wise). The first one is with Pier Vottorio Tondelli's 
literature and took place during his teen-hood. That kind of 
liberated approach to life and to sexuality, expressed in crude 
poetic terms, has marked Magliano's aesthetic vision for good. 
The second one is with Franco Moschino, whose ironic, cutting 
edge, intellectual and daringly linguistic way of making fashion 
led Magliano into becoming a fashion designer.  The third one is 
with the late Barbara Nerozzi, founder of Bologna's fashion and 
design school LUNA, alma mater of the designer.

Luca Magliano's first work experiences were in Bologna, unlike 
most young designers who start off in Milan. This is clearly 
visible in his approach to fashion: he is not a creative director, 
he is a designer. He draws, he creates patterns, he cuts and he 
saws. In Milan you learn how to communicate with style offices 
- creative moodboards and inspirational concepts, whereas 
Bologna is 100% on the production chain. Here you learn the 
language of those who actually do things. Moreover, Magliano 
chooses to display the areas in which he intervenes: his clothes 
don't conceal the nipping and tucking, they show it off, like a 
sartorial Frankenstein, where the visible stitches and patches 
are the alphabet of a new vocabulary keeping opposite worlds 
together. The intellectual and the clubber. A provincial man  
who dreams of being a rock star.

A provincial city which dreams of being New York. My chat with 
Luca takes place at the dawn of an important demonstration: 
the Bolognese social center XM24, which houses both 
international music festivals and agricultural markets where the 
neighborhood grandmas like to shop, is once again under threat 
of eviction.
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Lazoschmidl 

Country: Germany and Sweden 
Year of foundation: 2014 
Designers: Josef Lazo 
and Andreas Schmidl 
 
Words: Silvia Vacirca 
E1: Planet Sex illustration 
E2-E9: Fanzine by Adrian Gonzalez-Cohen
 

For the AW20 collection, Lazoschmidl imagined a foreign planet 
filled with iper-sweaty existentialist sex. The post-digital man 
freed from the screen will have a post-cave abstract 
glamourous aesthetics with a sense of refined bestiality: 
cudgels and tea. Our perception of masculinity is shifting  
and Lazoschmidl is helping us to visualize those conundrums 
subverting stereotyped uses of shapes and fabrics. Since its 
beginning as a brand, Lazoschmidl – which unites the 
disciplines of fashion design and literature since each collection 
is developed from writing - has explored “masculinity through 
clothing, combining minimalist cuts with a maximalist colour 
palette and contrasting textures.” They play with aesthetic 
codes and investigate on social norms of dressing, responding 
to a new concept of self in a post-digital, emancipated society” 
- hopefully. They wish “to offer an alternative and path the way 
towards self-expression and new visual ideals.” Based on 
writing, each look is written down as a transcript dressing  
the characters of the collection’s theme. The  storyline decides 
what garments suit the occasion. Usually, there are different 
chapters within the story so the looks vary accordingly.” In the 

press release they mention a fictitious sci-fi B-movie. One day, 
working on a shoot in Los Angeles and playing around with 
props and costumes, the scenario of a B-movie backstage set 
came to their mind. They imagined the actors discussing life and 
love during lunch break: “So the collection combines multiple 
layers of the movie script but also Shakespearean reflections  
of the actors - it is a pastiche of the entertainment industry and 
ponders on the longing for fame and true emotion.” In fact, the 
glamorous animal prints of the AW20 collection deliver the 
melancholic idea of starlet cave men craving for love and 
success. “The animal prints are dipped in unusual, almost 
unnatural colour gradients of pink, blue, yellow and orange” – 
the duo states, “Imagining different species on the foreign 
planet and adding an existentialist touch to the collection.  
Other looks are retro-modernist versions of spaceship uniforms 
but re-imagined through glittery plissé jersey and skintight lurex 
hoodies. Other looks feature head-to-toe leather gear in candy 
pink and green perfectly suited for the extra-terrestrial outdoor 
expedition.” The retro-modernist suits also have a phallic patch 
which show a flying Pompeian penis that is the space ship’s 
emblem. A retro-phallic muscular brigade. They “wanted to 
show a range of body types which perfectly fit the idea of 
casting characters for the B-movie. Not your typical model, but 
characters.” While a lucky selected few humans will go and and 
mess up other beautiful planets, will it be left any fashionable 
life on Planet Earth after global warming? I mean, do we know 
how to fish? How to make fire? “That’s an important question. 
How is tradition and survival passed down to a new generation 
that exists solely within the digital spheres. We grew-up 
pre-Internet so we know both worlds and we believe it is also 
time to explore the ‘cavemen’ idea and the pure essence of 
humanity. With fashion, we can liberate people and give 
confidence that propels forward thinking and a relaxed mindset 
towards society and our environment that can lead to growth 
and newness.” In the AW20 collection script there is the 
following B-dialogue:
 
Unknown assistant: “Planet Sex?”
Woman with three breasts: “It's just a destination.” 
 
The word ‘just’ shows that “the character, the actress, is still 
dreaming of her ideals coming true. She is a B-movie actress 
and she had bigger hopes for herself and her career. And she is 
unhappily in love with her co-actor who is in love with someone 
else. A classic triangle love drama. The actress is still longing 
for that place that is the love within herself, this is projected 
onto the location of Planet Sex. By adding the term ‘just’ she 
tries to neutralize her situation and sadness. Almost a Greek 
tragedy.” A classical love triangle reminding us the inner 
unsatisfactory nature of love and the longing which makes us 
miserable. Lazoschmidl world is filled with B-movie actors - 
hopeless, awkward and desperate for love. In reality, we are 
Z-movie actors, living “in a very schizophrenic world, sexual 
liberation and censorship are in eternal battle like good vs. evil. 
Maybe humanity has found itself faced with that existential 
question from before: will there be a life after global warming? 
Maybe sexual health is the answer?” In the meanwhile, let’s 
behave sexy. According to Lazoschmidl, the sexiest thing a 
person can do in 2019 is “Smile.” Say cheeeeeeese! 
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Telfar 

Country: US 
Year of foundation: 2005 
Designers: Telfar Clemens 
 
Words: Sara Kaufman 
Photography 
F1-F3, F5-F11: FW19 runway selects by Mitchell Sams 
F4: Portrait of Telfar Clemens by Ari Marcopoulos

Witches were women. But perhaps they were also men, it was 
just easier for everyone to identify them – and persecute them 
- as women. They gathered in covens. Even when they chose to 
practice alone, they were part of a community and they helped 
and supported each other. They studied, they knew – a certain 
kind of  knowledge which came from books but also from 
experience. They celebrated life and nature with sensorial music 
and liberating dances. They wore clothes which enhanced their 
bodies without sexualizing them. They could be of any age, race, 
religion or color. They stood for freedom of speech, of thought 
and of worship. They supported and protected minorities.  
They still do.

Telfar is an  obscure, African name. No one really knows what  
it means. There are very few Telfars in the world, hardly any. 
American Liberian designer Telfar Clemens was named by his 
grandfather and he also doesn’t know what it means. He 
launched his eponymous line in 2005, when he was 18. He has 
been in the market for 15 years and did not get a review for the 
first 10. And even then, he  was mainly regarded as another one 
of those niche/underground/indie designers which you must, 
occasionally, speak about. In the beginning he actually got more 
attention from the art press and public then from the fashion 
world. Today his brand is a mass-acclaimed one and his show 
alone is enough to drag worldwide editors and critics all the 
way to New York. 

Before there was genderless there was Telfar, who, however, 
was not remotely trying to make a statement with his unisex 
clothes. He was not following any trends and – most likely – he 
was not aware of the fact that he was anticipating them. What 
he was doing was very simply designing clothes for himself:  
“No one was making clothes for me I would see something I 
liked in the women’s section but it wasn’t actually cut for me. I 
had to make it. It is the difference between what we do and the 
trend around gender and race. We are the thing. Our customers 
are us”. Structured around masculine shapes but featuring 
elements of womenswear, Telfar’s clothes might sound 
conceptual but they are actually created around functionality: 
They respond to people’s practical and social needs throughout 
a strong empathy between designer and consumer: “I think of 
fashion in the same way I think of music. Like – there is the 
music industry and then there is music itself – which is 
something human – that everyone has inside them”.

“Taking something basic and messing it up”: this is how Telfar 
defines the basis of his fashion creations. When saying this he  
is referring to basic wardrobe elements, such as shirts and 
t-shirts, but it could also be applied to the labels and etiquettes 
which have been defying fashion over the centuries: for him,  
for her, for young people strictly, workwear, uniforms, cocktail 
dresses, black tie.... When you take a one shoulder crop top 
from the women’s section of the department store and you 
mold it until it fits a man’s body you are, whether intentionally 
or not, messing up heteronormative and gender-binary social 
rules. When you put a man’s jacket on a woman in a non sexy, 
non alluring male-gaze way, you are saying something about 
women’s role in what is still a chauvinist society.  When you 
create garments in which the people who do not fit into social 
schemes – the so called ‘outsiders’ - can identify themselves in, 
and you turn them into fashion pieces, you are messing up 
politics. Fashion – whether conservative, radical, conceptual,  
or avant-guard – is always political. 

What is it like to live in America today? A country of contrasts, 
which has always been at the center of political and social 
absurdities, violence and racism, today shows its true colors.  
An administration which is so unjust that it becomes 
embarrassing, a joke, but who’s the joke really on? Opposition 
has become an urgent matter of global interest and the local 
progressive movement – which has always stood up, no matter 
who the president was - gets stronger and stronger. “The 
America you see today is the one I always lived in” says Telfar 
“Now that liberal white people around the world see the same 
things as us there is more direct communication. The things  
we always saw and stood for have a different momentum”.

Sometimes you pay for your ideas, especially if they are 
different (whatever different means), and the price is often high. 
But sometimes being a forward-thinker proves rewarding. This 
is the case for Telfar today, but how much of it would have been 
possible without the support of a community? This is perhaps at 
the basis of the Telfar (brand) communitarian idea of fashion. 
Fashion as a contamination between arts, fashion for everyone 
who wishes to enjoy it, fashion pieces which break the 
boundaries of gender, race and age and fashion shows for 
everyone who wants to be there. The Telfar FW19 show was 
very much about that, about being part of a community, as 
Clemens teamed up with actor and playwright Jeremy O. 

Harris, blues musician Robert Randolph and many more and 
models surfed the crowd. 

The crowd-surfing part was, on the one hand, also a practical 
thing: “We wanted to have over a thousand people at our show 
so that our community could actually see it” explains Babak 
Radboy, creative director of the brand “So we looked at rock 
venues, which were great but had no runways.... The creative 
for the show was so much about the body, literally the body as 
a material thing, as in the phrase black lives matter – who we 
partnered with. We were interested in the Matter part. The 
body, the weight of the body. And also take apart the separation 
between spectator and performer... the idea of supporters.. in 
the end we reached out to our oldest supporters to come and 
rehears early with us at the venue – making the community 
around us part of the choreography- which is like a metaphor 
for the brand in general”. Once again, like it or not, from 
practical to political.

The starting point both for the collection and for the show was 
the idea of Country “ An unstable word meaning both nation 
and land. A word negating itself in its etymology – contra terra, 
against the land - like a flag in negative space.  American 
history as the ultimate play of the one against the other – in 
which a narrative of natural rights sets the stage for 
subjugation... If we are part of nature we are all a bit country. 
So all our music is country music, like all our bodies are objects. 
If you can carry that weight, then you know what it is like to 
have an objective”. This is an excerpt of the text which Telfar 
and Babak sent to Harris, to which he responded with the 
monologue that opened the show.

Witches had a special relationship with the earth. They 
questioned the laws of men when they went against the laws of 
nature. They questioned laws in general when they went against 
justice. They still do. Modern-day urban witches use magic- or 
the idea of it – for self empowerment, helping others to take 
ownership over their lives. Taking control over your life, without 
delegating your choices and your rights, is a big responsibility.

The neighborhood has changed since Telfar was a child, but 
today the designer is still living in the apartment he was born in, 
Lefrak City, Queens. 
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Jacket: STELLA McCARTNEY
Shirt: BASERANGEPhotography:

    Cédric Viollet
                                                     Fashion: Marie Gibert
                                                             Hair: Christos Vourlis
                                                               Make Up: Marion Robine
                                                               Models: Eden at 16men, Marin at MP Paris, 
                                                                 Dan at Marilyn, Hannah at MP Paris, Akvile 
                   at MP Paris
      Set design: Éli Serres and Laura O'Rorke
                  Casting director: Rémi Felipe
        Fashion assistant: Émilie Blondeau
         Make Up assistant: Rocio Roldan
          Hair assistant: Jihan Jen
            Production: Mirror Mirror
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From left to right
Sweater: GUCCI
Jacket: VERSACE
Jacket: STELLA McCARTNEY
Shirt: BASERANGE

From left to right
Dress: CHRISTOPHER KANE
Hat: KOCHÉ
Jacket: DIOR
Sweater: GIVENCHY
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Opposite

From left to right
Suit: DRIES VAN NOTEN
Turtleneck: MAISON KITSUNÉ
Sweater, bustier, skirt and belt: PRADA
Suit: ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
Cardigan: BASERANGE

Next spread

From left to right
Jacket: KENZO
Jacket: DE FURSAC
Shirt: AGNÈS B





Opposite

Dress: MARY KATRANTZOU
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Jacket: LOUIS VUITTON Dress: MARY KATRANTZOU



Opposite

From left to right
Suit: SANDRO
Turtleneck: AGNÈS B
Bag: DRIES VAN NOTEN
Jacket and shirt: MUGLER
Trousers: MAISON KITSUNÉ Turtleneck: BLUE MARBLE
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From left to right
Cardigan: BARRIE
Trousers: MUGLER
Suit and shirt: GUCCI

Jacket: SAKS POTTS
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From left to right
Sweater: LA FÉTICHE
Skirt: NEITH NYER & DDP
Shoes: CONVERSE
Jacket, turtleneck, trousers 
and shoes: GIVENCHY

Hat: PRADA
Top: AALTO



Photography: Emma Le Doyen
Fashion: Jeanne Dekonink
Hair: Chiao Chenet
Make up: Caroline Fenouil
Model: Thialda Bok at Silent
Casting directors:   
                 Ibrahim H. Tarouhit 
                and Marie Lévy
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Dress: JUNYA WATANABE
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Top: WENDY JIM
Dress: MANSUR GAVRIEL
Tights: NEITH NYER & DDP
Ring: HELENA THULIN
Shoes: DROME
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Top and trousers: ISSEY MIYAKE Next spread

Top and shorts: LOU DE BETOLY
Earring: VERONIQUE LEROY
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Jacket: DRY CLEAN ONLY
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Dress: DRIES VAN NOTEN
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Eva
Dress: DROME

Thialda
Top and skirt: HENRIK VIBSKOV
Coat: PETIT BATEAU

Lali
Top: HENRIK VIBSKOV 
Dress: WEN PAN
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Thialda 
Top: HENRIK VIBSKOV
Dress: GAMUT
Shorts: NEITH NYER & DDP
Earring: HELENA THULIN
Shoes: ADIEU

Lali
Top: HENRIK VIBSKOV
Dress: WEN PAN

Eva
Dress: DROME



Top: SCHUELLER DE WAAL
Shorts: MARTA MARTINO
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T-shirt: DRY CLEAN ONLY
Jeans: WENDY JIM
Belt: VERONIQUE LEROY
Gloves: AGNELLE
Necklace: HELENA THULIN



Top: MARTA MARTINO
Jeans: KOCHE
Shoes: MARTINEZ
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Dress: KIMHÉKIM
Shirt: MANSUR GAVRIEL
Trousers: PACO RABANNE
Earring: HELENA THULIN
Shoes: DROME





Kawaii: the culture of cuteness in Japan. It can refer to items – 
humans and non-humans – that are charming, vulnerable, shy 
and childlike.

Vulnerable, shy and childlike. Being cute, or at least looking 
cute, helps. We are naturally attracted to whatever looks sweet 
and adorable, not only because it’s aesthetically pleasing, but 
also because we don’t feel threatened. In front of a sweet 
looking creature we lower our defenses. We don’t feel scared 
we just want to keep looking at that shy, childish creature, 
cuddling it and, without even noticing, we become vulnerable 
ourselves. Question is, how you ever tried, for example, to 
cuddle a koala? Well don’t. 

In the nineties a bunch of punk girls – Courtney Love among 
them – started wearing gingham party frocks, pink lace baby-
dolls and school aprons over their torn black fishnets and Doc 
Martins boots. They painted their lips in bubblegum colors, 
carried wicker lunchboxes and wore white cotton panties.  
It was a gloomy, nihilistic period, dominated by a some kind of 
repulsion for life, love and consumerism after the hedonism of 
the eighties. Those girls looked innocent and lovable in a Lolita 
kind of way, but the words  ‘slut’ and ‘bitch’ scribbled over their 
arms and legs revealed the irony and cynicism of the so-called 
Teenage Whore style.

These are also gloomy times. Social and political tensions make 
us all feel bad no matter what side we are on. There’s hunger, 
real hunger, people starving. There’s war, poverty, there are 
people drowning in the sea while trying to reach Europe, 
There’s Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, Viktor Orban, fucking 
Matteo Salvini and Benjamin Netanyahu. Oh and Boris Johnson. 
London has stopped calling to the faraway towns and in any 
case no-one is responding. And, of course the ice age is coming 
and the sun’s zooming in. Basically the world is not in great 
shape. And it’s not just that: if you’re lucky enough not be 
dealing with hunger and poverty directly, there is this general 
sense of alienation and loneliness, the lack of genuine human 
contact, feelings, tastes, smells... nah, we’re not a cheerful lot. 
Though I guess we wear Prada, like the devil, don’t we?

In response to an overwhelming society, fashion has turned  
to magic: witches and Frankensteins. An eerie, spooky and 
confused world which, however, feels less frightening then  
the one we are living in. Perhaps because there, in the world of 
myths and monsters, one well brewed potion might actually do 
the trick. A spell might change things, a dark hood might really 
hide us, conceal us, protect us.  And what about the 
contemporary art world? How are those people responding? 
Naturally there are many ways as art is much more of an 
individual thing than fashion. Personally, given the current 
situation, I’m surprised we haven’t witnessed a return of fecal 
painting as that  would seem to me a rather natural response. 
But then again, we are already surrounded by such a quantity  
of shit that who on Earth would want to add some more on 
their walls? So how about Vulnerable, shy and childlike? 

Pretty. Or at least, seemingly pretty. Not very different to how 
seemingly pretty the Western world is. “My life is crap” is what 

Magda Archer’s woolly white baby lamb says, with its baby pin 
ribbon while performing an elegant baby lamb-leap. “You’re so 
good at making me feel bad” is the statement of an adorable 
tail-wagging, sandy-colored doggy, while “Please go away” is 
the message that comes with a perfect bunch of rose blossoms. 
Just go away, will you? Because, in any case, says another 
kawaii doggy “I’m gonna die lonely”. Or is it a teddy? Not too 
sure, in any case it doesn’t matter, Archer has made her point. 

It’s so nice being sweet! Just act cute and... look at that!  
You can say whatever you want! And you know what’s even 
better? People will feel even worse because it comes from your 
adorable cupid’s bow mouth! Angst, spleen, fear, whatever it is, 
you can either portray it as it is or go kawaii – in a fantasy world 
that feels like a funeral party.

Nhozagri has created a kingdom of super-sweet creatures 
using mix media, from painting to plastic. And they are small, 
fluffy, colorful... Problem is, when you look at them more 
closely, they are not really that sweet...  a bit like the teletubbies, 
or like those people on tv who smile with their lips but have 
ice-cold eyes. Well, it’s actually mostly about the eyes in 
Nhozagri’s puppets, there’s something down-right evil in them, 
something wicked: You want to pick them up and put them on 
your pillow, and then all of a sudden you want to run away from 
them, fast. What, exactly, is the difference between a hamster 
and a rat? Why do we keep the first ones as pets and poison the 
other ones? Have you ever thought about the fact that rats 
might just be honest, straightforward, hamsters? So yeah, it’s 
sweet, but bitter-sweet, rancid-sweet. Like a bad hangover or a 
bad acid trip. Like in a world where we have everything and yet 
we have nothing. 

“All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than 
others”. This is the proclamation by the pigs who control the 
government in the novel Animal Farm by George Orwell. Well 
isn’t this just amazing? They’re so right! Of course all men have 
the same rights, why shouldn’t they? It’s just that, naturally, 
some men have more of those same rights than others! George 
Orwell, by the way, also wrote another surprisingly interesting 
novel called 1984 which describes a dystopian society ruled and 
controlled by a Big Brother, but that’s another story. Back to 
the pigs. Anatomy claims that pigs are surprisingly similar to 
humans: they are built in the same way when it comes to their 
inner organs. Saeborg’s pigs are similar to humans also in other 
ways, as in they act like humans. Or maybe they simply display 
those parts of the human nature which we’d rather keep 
concealed -sweet, funny, amusing, tender. But, you know, pigs. 
Not exactly beautiful are they? Macabre mannerism. But be 
sweet dear, be cute. If beauty can save the world, imagine what 
cuteness, kawaii, can do...

76 You’re not my friend, 2009
77  I’m gonna die lonely, 2015
78  Text me yeah?, 2016
79 Well listen,Who cares?, 2016
80 Please go away, 2009
81 My Life is Crap, 2009
82 You’re so good at making me feel bad, 2015
83 Stay away from Toxic People, 2019

P.76 Magda Archer

P.84 Nhozagri

Macabre Mannerism
Magda Archer trained at Ravensbourne College of Art, 
Chelsea School of Art and the Royal College of Art before 
embarking on a series of group exhibitions. In 1996 she 
produced artwork for The Beatles Anthology in partnership 
with Peter Quinnell. Since then she was the co-writer and 
illustrator for the Harry Hill Fun Book. She has written and 
illustrated several books, including children’s books. In 2011 
she had her first solo show, ‘Crazy Mad’ at the Cornerhouse, 
Manchester. In 2012 her paintings were used by Comme des 
Garçons for the spring/summer Shirt Campaign.

Nhozagri is a Chinese eclectic artist holding an MA from 
the Central Academy of Fine Arts, China. 
Her art works are devoted to the exploration of  unconven-
tional narrative forms and they involve painting, sculpture, 
animation, zine and performance. In the last years she held 
solo exhibitions in Beijing, ShenZhen and Rotterdam as well 
as contributing to collective shows throughout the globe. 
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79 80 81 82 83

84 Mollusk Citizens——Tower Tribe, 2019
85 Mollusk Citizens——Tower Tribe, 2019
86 Digital works, 2019
87 Digital works, 2019
88 Secretly Play, 2018
89 Digital work, 2019
90 Suuuuper Citizens From Super Nhozagri Kingdom Weather Tribe, leaf, 2019

Words: Sara Kaufman
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Photography: Giorgio Calace
Fashion:             
                 Yosephine Melfi
       Grooming: Francesca Vinciguerra
      Model: Filippo

Coats: ANNAKIKI and JUST CAVALLI
Trousers: COMEFORBREAKFAST
Cardigan: MARNI
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Jacket: ATTICO
Shirt and trousers: GUCCI
Socks: STUSSY
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Coat and earrings: EMPORIO ARMANI
Shirt and denim trousers: PALM ANGELS
Transparent shirt: COMEFORBREAKFAST
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Scarf: GUCCI
Coat: ACNE STUDIOS
Trousers: MARNI
Shoes: PRADA 



Coat and earrings: MARCO DE VINCENZO
Shirt and trousers: DIOR
Boots: MARCO RAMBALDI

Jacket: JUST CAVALLI
Trousers: LOUIS VUITTON
Sneakers: METALGIENCHI
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Opposite

Coat: MARCO DE VINCENZO
Earrings: VERNISSAGE

Sweater and shoes: PRADA 
Shirt: VERSACE
Trousers: JIL SANDER
Scarf: MARCO RAMBALDI
Socks: STUSSY



Coat: JIL SANDER
Jacket: GUCCI
Overall: OFF-WHITE
Trousers: KENZO 

Opposite

Cardigan: NEIL BARRETT



Coats: ANNAKIKI and JUST CAVALLI
Cardigan: MARNI
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Photography: Erik Carter 
Fashion: Jordan Boothe
Model: 
         Anarcius Jean at IMG

Top worn as hat: HAUTE COUTURE GIVENCHY 
Jacket: GMBH109 Issue 35 Fall Winter 2019108 Hunter Fashion Magazine



Top: HAUTE COUTURE GIVENCHY 
Suit: ROCHAS
Boots: HAIDER ACKERMANN 111 Issue 35 Fall Winter 2019110 Hunter Fashion Magazine



Suit: GIVENCHY
Belt: MARTINE ROSEBlazer: GIVENCHY 113 Issue 35 Fall Winter 2019112 Hunter Fashion Magazine



Trousers: BOTTER 115 Issue 35 Fall Winter 2019114 Hunter Fashion Magazine



Suit: SAINT LAURENT 117 Issue 35 Fall Winter 2019116 Hunter Fashion Magazine



Top: HAUTE COUTURE GIVENCHY 
Suit: ROCHAS119 Issue 35 Fall Winter 2019118 Hunter Fashion Magazine



Master of Puppets Name, 1987

Photography: Tania Bornacin
Curated by: Fabrizio Ferrini
Thanks to: Cesare Bertozzi
All puppets were created 
by Gruppo 80 and are kept 
at Castello dei Burattini, Parma.

Words: Silvia Vacirca

I’m trying to GET OUT of my 80s un-
toned body. In a late July under-the-
Vatican-sun afternoon, I have a horrifying 
vision, the glamourous screen of my 
Italian childhood – I was born in 1981 - 
growing older, and older. What I see, 
against the St. Peter’s dome contours, 
are the 80s turned into a hypnotizing 
experiment where everybody starts to 
behave and look like a squishy puppet: 
brightly colored, artificially reassuring, 
forever smiling, trapped in adolescence 
and obsolescence. Puppets were 
everywhere on Silvio Berlusconi’s brand 
new private networks, the fil rouge that 
kept together a dismembered body of 
private entertainments. Master of 
Puppets! Actually, the masters were 
more than one. In fact, the puppets  
were half-bodied. You could only see the 
superior part on the TV screen, while 
down under there were at least two 
animators: head and arms. During the 
80s, our Italian domestic childhood was 
punctuated by weird talking pieces of 
foam rubber which introduced us to 
Japanese cartoons whose leading 
characters were very. very. very unlucky: 
from Remi, kidnapped when he was a 
baby, to Georgie, left alone with a 
stepmother who hated her. Like they 
were preparing us for a new Middle Age. 
All those little cute unlucky tramps were 
balanced by the lightness and positivity of 
THE PUPPETS. Five, who resembled the 
Visconti dragon, was the first to appear 
and take part in a series of television 
shows with Augusto Martelli - known also 
as Bob Mitchell - an unforgettable 
musician who died in 2014, author of the 
Fininvest theme songs. Once Canale 5 
was joined by Italia 1, Uan the pink dog 
appeared. He was the most charismatic 
TV host of the children show Bim Bum 
Bam. When Fininvest networks became 
three with Rete 4, Four, the brown Ciao 
Ciao's bear, arrived. But the puppets 
were many: Ambrogio the lion, Vitamina 
the bird, Rockfeller the crow. 
Depositaries of the dreams of children 
dragged to school with pastel-color 
backpacks and to Gardaland in the hope 
of meeting the companions of their 
afternoon sofa adventures. The Fininvest 
puppets were so tremendously funny and 
new and fluffy and free that Italian 

children loved them. I bet they had a big 
influence on Italian feminine and 
masculine fashion desires for all things 
bright and fluffy and Gucci. It’s the 
celebration of all things haptic, ICONIC, 
big and bright. Candy colors literally 
frosted-BLOBBED the sparkling TV 
screen. During the 80s, the Italian fashion 
system affirmed itself together with the 
insane idea of a BRANDED TOTAL 
LIVING. Krizia named even a wine and a 
resort after her. When Nicolas 
Guesquière, with the Louis Vuitton 
Resort 2020 collection, or Marc Jacobs, 
with the Fall 2018 collection, flamboyantly 
chose to explore the 80s aesthetics 
tele-transporting them inside the TWA 
Flight Center designed by Eero Saarinen 
in 1962 or in the midst of the soaring 
Park Avenue Armory, it was not just a 
strategically planned, industrial, nostalgic 
operation on a hunt for the last Stranger 
Things fan. It meant something more. It 
was a reflection on a catastrophe. The 
end of a world. Time to say goodbye. Ciao 
amore ciao. The 80s are the last decade 
of the totally analogic epoch with its 
warm and saturated hues, the rustling 
sound produced by the encounter 
between the needle of the turntable and 
the LP, the worn roughness of a book 
cover, the flesh of the penis, Mother 
Earth minus the climate change 
nightmare, all embodied by those nice 
and friendly puppets. While I’m writing, 
Dynasty is already back, and Rambo, 
Fatal Attraction, Tremors, Flamingo Kid, 
American Gigolo, Ghost, Big, and 
Bachelor Party are being re-made. This 
year’s Met exhibition on Camp brought 
into fashion “Candy-colored hair”! “Out of 
this world lashes”! “Ceiling bound hair”! 
“Rainbow bright gazes”! Suddenly, and 
perhaps sad-denly, I realize I miss the 
80s rounded glow. 

Gruppo 80
Gruppo 80 was born in 1979 from the 
minds of Kitty Perria and Enrico Valenti, 
who met at Teatro del Buratto. The 
desire to have new experiences let Perria 
and Valenti leave the Buratto Theater and 
begin working for the first private 
television network under the name of 
Gruppo 80. Gruppo 80 created and 
animated puppets, built sets, wrote texts 
and directed the dubbing process.
 
Castello dei Burattini
or Giordano Ferrari Museum
The Group 80’s puppets are kept in 
Parma, at Castello dei Burattini. The 
museum was established thanks to the 
Giordano Collection, the most important 
collection related to animation theatre in 
Italy. Approximately 500 pieces are on 
display – puppets, marionettes, heads, 
stage props, photographs and posters – 
a small part of a larger collection that 
includes scenery, scripts, works on the 
theatre and a paper archive that is an 
important testimony of the world of 
theatrical entertainment.

Pupazzo Giallo and Pupazzo Azzurro
Puppets used for a children musical karaoke.
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Uan
From 1983 until 1999 he was the pink dog-like mascot of the children's television program Bim Bum Bam. The name derived from 
the Italianization of One, "one" in English, referring to Italia 1, the network that broadcast Bim Bum Bam. Created by Kitty Perria 
and Enrico Valenti of Group 80, it was animated by the animators of Group 80 with the voice of Giancarlo Muratori, who also 
became one of the authors of the program.

La Ballerina
Foam ballerina made for the La Bustarella, a prize game broadcast from 1978 to 1984 on the regional broadcaster Antenna 3 
Lombardia; it was led by Ettore Andenna. Five people were needed to animate the dancer, who was a stripper: one for the head 
and the body, one for the hands, one for the legs and two for the clothes.



Four
Mascot of Rete 4, he is animated from below. Since 1984 he was part of the cast of the show Ciao Ciao. Four spoke “paninaro” 
following the fashion of the time and had a keen passion for Duran Duran. In the beginning he was dubbed by Giancarlo Muratori 
and later by Pietro Ubaldi.

Painting
Representing a bunny whose foam face is inserted in the hole and animated with a mechanism, so the painting can talk.
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Five
Mascot of Canale 5, is built on the model of the Visconti dragon. Five is a puppet, impertinent and mischievous, animated through 
the technique "on black" that trod the television scenes from 1981 to 1985. He participated in many TV shows, such as Superflash, 
Lunch is Served, Ciao Gente, etc., also playing roles like Dracula Five, or Nelli Five.





Pupazzo Giallo
Puppet used for a children musical karaoke.

Torta
Character of a fun soap opera interpreted by the objects that live in a kitchen. 
A successful series created for a German broadcaster in the early 90s.
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Baby Bubble
n.d.

Ragù
Puppet who worked with Davide Garbolino and Paola Tovaglia on Ciao Ciao, which aired in 1990 on Rete 4. 
He was voiced by Felice Invernici.
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ET
Embodiment of the e-mail made of foam rubber.

Stelline
n.d.
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Next spread

Left
Top: SARAH YVAN
Bra: OCEANE PHILIPPE

Right
Coat: MOOHONG 
Scarf: LOEWE 

Photography: Michelle Du Xuan
Fashion: Mirey Enverova
Models: Ashanti 

       Hildreth at 
THE FACE, Elena Veleckaite, Etienne de Testa at 
MARILYN, Nicolas D at ROCKMEN, Fia Ljungstrom 
at NISCH, Veronika Baron at GIRL MGMT, Zacharie 
Villot at SUCCESS PARIS and Tatiana Cromma
Casting director: Jordan Merigerie 
Photography assistants: Joffrey Montes, Alexis Bret
Hair: Mikio Aizawa 
Make Up: Ophelie Crommar 
Make Up assistant: Noelia Crommar
Fashion assistants: Yousra Saidyess, Julie Louvain
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Coat: MOOHONG

Top: CLARA MONDOLONI
Scarf: LOEWE
Skirt: FACETASM 
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Scarf: LOEWE 
Earring: AURELIE BIDERMANN 

All: PRADA
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Jacket: DRIES VAN NOTEN 
Trousers: GUCCI
Boots: AALTO 

From left
Top: LITKOVSKAYA 
Trousers: UNDERCOVER 
All: RAF SIMONS
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Top and trousers: MARNI 



Belt: NEITH NYER 

From left
Top: VIVIENNE WESTWOOD 
Trousers: ACNE STUDIOS 
Coat, shoes and hat: KENZO

Next spead

Left
Trousers: MOON YOUNG HEE
Shoes: UNDERCOVER

Right
Overalls: DRIES VAN NOTEN
Top: PALM ANGELS
Shoes: MARNI
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Coat: GUCCI Top and skirt: KENZO 
Boots: ICEBERG 



Opposite

Jacket: VIVIENNE WESTWOOD 
T-shirt: FACETASM 
Sunglasses: NEITH NYER

Top: ACNE STUDIOS 
Trousers: ARTHUR MICHARD
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Coat: MONCLER X RICHARD QUINN



Top: WENDY JIM 
Tights: EMILIO CAVALLINI 



Top: WENDY JIM
Trousers: ALYX

Left 
Coat: FENDI
Shirt: SCHEPPERHEYN
Trousers: UNDERCOVER

Right 
Jacket: VIVIENNE WESTWOOD
T-shirt: FACETASM
Trousers: ANDREA CREWS
Sunglasses: NEITH NYER
Shoes: ACNE STUDIOS
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Left
Top: LOEWE
Shorts: LOUIS VUITTON
Socks: ANDREAK KRONTHALER for VIVIENNE WESTWOOD
 
Right 
Sweater, bustier, skirt and belt: PRADA
Tights: EMILIO CAVALLINI 
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Awkward: causing or feeling uneasy embarrassment or 
inconvenience.

As well as: the first word that comes to my mind looking at 
Chase Middleton’s work.

It’s like, you know, the settings look kind of awkward, the 
people in them look awkward. And, by the way, I really like the 
way the word awkward sounds. But, taking a closer look, is it 
actually them or is it me? I mean, I feel a bit awkward now, in 
this very minute, sitting in a cafe in Clapham – London: it’s 38 
degrees, my eyeballs are sweating, my make up is smudged 
and I’m wearing a black evening dress at 4pm together with 
a pair of ancient converse shoes because I never expected it 
to be this hot in London so I didn’t pack any proper summer 
clothes or shoes. And this is bloody Clapham! Everybody around 
me looks so posh! Their make up isn’t smudged, they are 
weather-appropriately dressed, they don’t even seem to mind 
the heat that much! So yeah, I feel awkward. But the people in 
Middleton’s portraits, well, they don’t seem to be particularly 
embarrassed or uncomfortable, they seem quite fine – a 
bit stiff, I’ll give you that, but rather well embedded in their 
surrounding. So, long story short, it has to be me: Middleton’s 
photography makes me – and probably not just me – feel 
awkward. 

So what is it exactly that gives the viewer this general sense of 
awkwardness? First of all, it is impossible to understand where 
we are. The settings are realistic, it’s never a fantasy world, 
but the saturated, slightly Wes Andersonian, colors, and the 
funny proportions, give a surreal twist to the entire thing: it 
looks familiar but at the same time it feels weird. Second, it all 
feels incredibly intimate, not just like snooping inside someone’s 
house, but actually like stepping inside people’s minds, reading 
their thoughts, their dreams, their secret diaries. And then 
naturally there’s the actual subjects, the people in those photos: 
naturally you don’t expect a photographer who chooses to 
work in the most remote areas of the US to go around taking 
pics of average glossy-looking people, but the subjects of all of 
Middleton’s photos, despite being ‘ordinary’ – whatever that 
means – all look unique in their own way, like if they all had 
a story to tell. They are normal, but they don’t look normal. 
Then again, when seen closely enough, no one is normal, and 
I’m quite sure I don’t look very normal myself with my sweaty 
face and black slip in the middle of the day. So, could it just be 
that Middleton very simply portrays reality in a way that goes 
beyond what we are used to see, digging deeper, breaking 
the boundaries of social conventions? Both the people and the 
settings are not portrayed as they would like to be, but very 
simply as they are. Even the must absurd setting exudes dignity, 
there’s nothing funny about absurdity, when it’s genuine. And 
how liberating is that? Not posing, not knowing how to pose, 
in a world that wants us posing at all times, even when we cry. 
Point proven: it’s not them feeling awkward, it’s us looking at 
them that feel that way, beyond awkward, intimidated by that – 
social - freedom. 

So awkwardness becomes a gate to freedom. And to beauty, 
because freedom is beautiful, being yourself is beautiful, not 

caring about labels, norms and stereotypes is beautiful. 
There must be something about living in areas of the US 
generally lacking in sexyness which fuels the need to go beyond 
the appearance. After having lived in Providence, New Orleans, 
Philadelphia, Miami and LA, Lizzie Fitch and her lifetime 
collaborator Ryan Trecartin have returned to Ohio, where 
they both grew up. They settled down in a property which also 
acts as a versatile set for their movies. Like Middleton they 
are country people, although Middleton likes to be away from 
the hustle and bustle mainly to flee the anonymity that tends 
to characterize big cities, while Fitch and Trecartin are part 
of the back- to-land movement, growing their own food and 
being self-sufficient. A some kind of utopian community where, 
on top of all, binary gender norms are left outside the gate. 
But it’s 2019, utopian communities easily turn into dystopian 
realities, infested by the ghosts of Western society, or at least 
this is what happens in Fitch and Trecartin’s latest project, 
showcasing at Milan’s Fondazione Prada. So a playground for 
‘queer people’ (as the artists define them) becomes a sort of 
prison, where subjects try to be themselves but they inevitably 
become victims of the judging eye of the viewers. Suspended 
in time, eerie, spooky in it’s way. We know it’s Ohio but, like 
in Middleton’s work, it’s impossible to clearly define both the 
setting and the narration. Who are these people? How did they 
get here?
When looking at Fitch and Trecartin’s movies you get a general 
feeling of nostalgia, something feels  sad. But, wait a minute, 
once again, is it them or is it me? Is it them feeling blue or is 
it me feeling that way when I look at them? And, if so, why? 
What’s to be sad about? 

Art is political, it just is, even when it’s not intentionally so. 
Just like fashion is political. There is something radical about 
the costumes that Fitch and Trecartin’s ‘queer people’ wear, 
something perhaps even more radical in the plain outfits worn 
by Middleton’s characters. But what’s really political is the 
undying quest for freedom, for authentic beauty. Wanting to 
jump outside the box and having no desire whatsoever to ‘fit in’ 
in a country where – even in it’s most remote and unsexy areas 
- the government pushes laws against diversity, spreading 
hatred and fear. So who’s awkward now? Me or you peering in 
my private world and judging it? Who’s weird? Those who play 
by the most unsettling of books or those who try to rewrite the 
book just by being themselves?

164,165,166,169 Nostalgia From The Mud, 2018
167,168,170  Terminal Mystery, 2018

P.164 Chase Middleton

P.172 Fitch and Trecartin

An essay on Awkwardness
Chase Middleton was born in 1989 in Australia. She holds 
a BFA from the Royal Institute of Technology (Melbourne, 
2012) and an MFA from Yale (2019). She is currently based in 
New York. Her photography questions social norms, focusing 
on portraits. Her work has been exhibited in the US and in 
Europe and featured on international magazines such as 
Vogue, I-D and Vice. In 2019 she did a campaign shoot for 
Gucci’s fragrance Gucci Bloom. 

Lizzie Fitch is an American artist born in 1981 in 
Bloomington, Indiana. She graduated from the Rhode Island 
School of Design in 2004. Her long-term collaborator, Ryan 
Trecartin, was born in Texas and he graduated from Rhode 
Island School of Design in the same year as Fitch. The two 
of them are currently based in Athens, Ohio, where they live 
and work. Their collaborations have been featured in major 
art institutions around the world, including the Whitney 
Museum of American Art (New York, 2006), the Venice 
Biennale (2013), the Astrup Faenly Museet (Oslo, 2018) and 
the Fondazione Prada (Milan, 2019).

Words: Sara Kaufman

164 165 166 167
168

169 170

172 174 178

172 Ryan Trecartin, Comma Boat, 2013 
 3-channel HD Video, duration 33:02
174  Lizzie Fitch and Ryan Trecartin “Plot Front”, 2019,  

Video 4K, color, sound, duration 1:45, production stills  
from "Whether Line" Photo ©Fitch | Trecartin Studio  
Courtesy Fondazione Prada

176 Ryan Trecartin, The Friendliest Survival Planer Yet, 2015, Animation Companion
 © Ryan Trecartin
 Courtesy Ryan Trecartin, Regen Projects, Los Angeles; Sprüth Magers Photo: Timo Ohler
177  Ryan Trecartin, Cage of Desire, 2015, Animation Companion
 © Ryan Trecartin
 Courtesy Ryan Trecartin, Regen Projects, Los Angeles; Sprüth Magers Photo: Timo Ohler
178 Ryan Trecartin, Mark Trade, 2016 
 HD video, duration 1:13:30
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BURBERRY

Photography: Alessandro Oliva
Fashion: Fabrizio Ferrini
Grooming: Francesca Vinciguerra
Models: Thiam at IMG, Thiam at INDEPENDENT, Demba at INDEPENDENT 
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191 SAEPORK-1, 2013 
 Latex, photo:ZIGEN, cast: chichi

198 SAEPORK-1, 2013 
 Latex, photo:ZIGEN, cast: chichi

200 Slaughterhouse-15, 2019
 Latex
 DarkMofo2019, Avalon Theater, Hobart,
 Tasmania, Australia
 Photo:DarkMofo
 Cast: Tae Ponopono,Cecilia

201 Go!Go! Strip tease, 2011
 Latex 
 Photo: KeroppyMaeda
 Cast: Miina
 

192 HISSS, 2015
 Department-H 6th Rubber Festival,  
 TOKYO KINEMA CLUB, Tokyo,Japan
 Photo: Kayo Yamashita
 Cast: PICOPICO, Yuzuko, Tae tsuyuki
 Special Thanks:Kimitaka Kisaki(Yotta)
 Latex,LED

194 SEX POODLE, 2008
 Latex
 Photo: ZIGEN, cast:chichi

195 SAECHIKEN, 2012
 Latex
 Photo:ZIGEN, cast:chichi
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Saeborg Saeborg is a Japanese artist, born in 1981 in Toyama and graduated 
in Fine Arts at the Joshibi University of Art and Design. She creates 
inflatable latex rubber suits which she then uses for her performances. 
Her main solo exhibition up till now was Pigpen, 2016, at the Roppongi 
Hills A/D Gallery in Tokyo. Her work has been featured in important 
institutions such as the Athens Biennale (2018). In 2014 she won the 
Taro Akamoto Award for Contemporary Art.

196 Pigpen Movie, 2018
 Latex
 Photo: Takeo Hibino
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DIOR

Photos Courtesy of: Dior
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All: GUCCIPhotography: Anna Adamo
Fashion: 
      Giuseppe Magistro
                   Models: Lina, Antonio, La Toni and Ali
       Make Up: Luna Taddonio
                      Hair: Fabio D’Onofrio using DAVINES
              All jewels: Leony
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Blazer: FENDI
Shoes: DIOR

Opposite

All: GUCCI
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Skirt worn as dress: FORTE FORTE
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From left 
Top: DIOR 
Shirt: ACNE STUDIOS
Trousers: FILA
Sunglasses: OAKLEY
Top: LES HOMMES for SERGIO TACCHINI
Jeans: ROY ROGERS
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Opposite

From left 
Dress: FORTE FORTE
Top and skirt: M1992 
Jacket: GIVENCHY

Top: DIOR
Sunglasses: OAKLEY
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Opposite

From left
Jacket: PAUL SMITH
Top: DIOR 
Sunglasses: OAKLEY
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 Trousers: LOUIS VUITTON Top: DIOR 
Sunglasses: OAKLEY
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Jacket: MSGM Opposite
Top: LOUIS VUITTON
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All: PAUL SMITH From left 
All: LOUIS VUITTON
Blazer and dress: PAUL SMITH



FENDI

Photography: Maurizio Annese
Fashion: Giuseppe Magistro 
Make up and Hair: Luna Taddonio
Model: Oleksandra Bogdanenko
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Photography: Danny Lim
Fashion: Ian Mc                       Rae
         Models: Youssouf Bamba at DNA Models, 
            Kendall Harrison at DNA Models, 
                       Pharoah at DNA Models
     Fashion assistants: Isobel Rae and Kyle Vincent Scott 
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Opposite

Coat: MARNI
Sweater: WAN HUNG 



Left
Coat: MARNI
Sweater: WAN HUNG
Trousers: MAGLIANO
Sneakers: PALM ANGELS 

Right
Coat: GIVENCHY
Sweater: WAN HUNG
Shirt: COMME DES GARÇONS
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Left
Jacket: PALM ANGELS
Sweater: MISSONI
Trousers: KENZO 

Right 
Blazer: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS
Jeans: CDLM

Coat: N. HOOLYWOOD
Shirt: MARNI
Trousers: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS 
Boots: MAGLIANO 
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Scarf: SUNNEI
Coat, shirt and shoes: BERLUTI 
Trousers: ACNE STUDIOS 



Opposite

Jacket: ACNE STUDIOS
Vest and sleeve worn on leg: PALM ANGELS 
Trousers: MARNI
Shoes: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS 

From left
Jeans: CDLM 
Trousers: BERLUTI 
Teddy Bear Mask: SHALVA NIKVASHVILI
Trousers: MAGLIANO 



Jacket: ACNE STUDIOS
Vest and sleeve worn on leg: PALM ANGELS
Trousers: MARNI
Shoes: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS 

Kush
Suit: J. Lindeberg
Boots: Calvin Klein
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From left

Trousers: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS
Shoes: N. HOOLYWOOD

Trousers: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS
Loafers: MAGLIANO 

Teddy Bear Mask: SHALVA NIKVASHVILI
Trousers: WAN HUNG
Shoes: ACNE STUDIOS 



From left

Trousers: WAN HUNG
Shoes: ACNE STUDIOS

Trousers: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS
Loafers: MAGLIANO 

Trousers: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS
Shoes: N. HOOLYWOOD

Parka: SACAI
Trousers: PALM ANGELS



Jester suit: PUPPETS AND PUPPETS 



This is a Love Story
Artworks: Mariavittoria Campodonico

250 December 9 2019, Milan
251 July 25 2019, Bergamo
252 L  July 9 2018, Milan 
252 R July 25 2019, Bergamo
253 July 25 2019, Bergamo
254 L December 6 2018, Urbino
254 R Aprile 25 2018, Milan
255 L August 28 2018, Paris
255 R July 17 2018, Milan
256 July 25 2019, Bergamo
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LOUIS VUITTON

Photography: Heinz Schattner
Art direction: Fausto Caletti
Thanks to: Matteo Pistoletti
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Photography: 
         Bea De Giacomo
         Fashion: Anna Carraro
           Make Up: Giulia Cigarini at Closeupmilano using Deciem
        Make Up Artworks: Massimiliano Bomba
       Set Design: Alessandro Mensi
         Model: Noemi
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Sweater: VITELLI 
Underwear: CORMIO

Top: GARBAGE CORE 
Skirt: VITELLI



Opposite
Sweater: VITELLI 

Top: GARBAGE CORE 
Skirt: VITELLI



Top: GARBAGE CORE

Dress: GARBAGE CORE
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T-shirt: VITELLI
Top: GARBAGE CORE

Wool sleeves: MARIOS 
Top: GARBAGE CORE
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Sweater: VITELLI 
Slip dress: CORMIO
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Left
Dress: GARBAGE CORE 
Sweater: VITELLI 

Right
Sweater: ARTHUR ARBESSER
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Sweater: VITELLI 
Dress: GARBAGE CORE

Top: GARBAGE CORE



Top: GARBAGE CORE 
Scarf: YAMUNA FORZANI



JIMMY CHOO

Artworks: Giorgio Calace, Karol Sudolski
Thanks to: ULTRACARE
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Do I believe the space 
my body inhabits?
Or am I a cutout?
It looks like the work of the artists Tom Selmon, Guanyu Xu, 
and Tommy Kha constantly confronts the same question: “Do I 
believe the space I live in? It is a tragic and humoristic question 
and the results are brilliant. London-based documentary 
photographer Tom Selmon has created an impressive body of 
work that explores street fashion, drag culture and the cultural 
context of modern-day Beijing. Opposed to traditional Chinese 
societal norms, the generation born post-1990 is far more 
open-minded about the concepts of gender, sex and sexuality. 
He wanted to document the gender and sexual revolution taking 
place across the streets of Beijing. Both gender and sexual 
borders are being crossed and are slowly fading, with young 
people baring to be themselves. While his photos show a new 
Chinese generation that celebrates gender-nonconformity, 
Guanyu Xu’s photo-based works are the expression of his 
body as the site of conflicting narratives: being a gay man and 
an Asian in the United States. He uses self-portraits, staged 
imagery and landscapes to explore the struggle of being both a 
homosexual and a homophobic person. Raised by a conservative 
family, a military father and a civil servant mother, he feared 
to admit that he was gay until he came to the United States in 
2014. He examines the racism and discrimination in the white-
dominated gay community, the worship of masculine whiteness 
and the pervasive misogyny in the world. Furthermore, his 
landscapes of China and America document the paths to finding 
a utopian space. They juxtapose hope and apathy, which keep 
shifting back and forth along his changes of geographic location 
and psychological states. Also Tommy Kha’s work - born in 
Memphis to immigrants from China and Vietnam - plays with 
ideas of self-portraiture to capture shifting relationships to 
home, identity, and sexuality, often in the problematic American 
South. He has photographed print-outs of himself in different 
landscapes and staged photographs with both family members 
and strangers. In Tommy’s teenage search for identity, the 
camera became a tool to signify rebellion and outline difference. 
His family was culturally homophobic and he used the camera 
as a way to reject their traditions and what kind of image they 
projected on him. I’m Only Here To Leave — which Tommy 
describes as a set of images which relate to one another 
— sees Tommy and others wearing and holding cardboard 
cutout images of the artist in real-world surroundings. It’s an 
exploration of queerness, desire, of fitting in and standing out. 
Once photographed, the camera makes it appear like he has cut 
himself out of his own pictures. He also found a fabricator to 
make a mask of his face. Like the cardboard cutouts, he made 
a self-portrait, which they created the mask from. In almost all 
of these pictures, there’s something off, there’s something that 
doesn’t belong. Which is the body.

Tom Selmon is a fashion photographer and film maker based in 
London. He is the founder of Un-fold Experience, a photography 
service for people who feel they want to capture themselves at 
a particular time in their life.
 
Guanyu Xu is an artist currently based in Chicago.  He is the 
winner of the Lenscratch Student Prize and the Runner-up of 
the Aperture Foundation Portfolio Prize. His works have been 
exhibited internationally including the Aperture Foundation,  
New York; ICP Museum, New York; Athens Photo Festival, 
Greece; Format Photo Festival, UK; The Union League Club  
of Chicago, Chicago; Mint Museum, Charlotte, and others.  
His works have been featured in numerous publications 
including W Magazine, Aint-Bad Magazine, Musée Magazine, 
Der Greif, and China Photographic Publishing House.
 
Tommy Kha is a photographer based between Brooklyn, 
NY and his hometown, Memphis, TN. n December 2015, Kha 
published his first monograph, A Real Imitation, through Aint-
Bad. His next book, Soft Murders, will be released Fall 2019.  
His first solo show took place at Blue Sky Gallery, followed up 
by his New York City debut at the Camera Club of New York 
in May 2019. He occasionally performs, writes, and appears in 
some films, including Laurie Simmons’ feature, My Art. Kha 
holds an MFA in Photography from Yale University.

Words: Silvia Vacirca

295 Guanyu Xu, The map of world, 2018 

296 Tom Selmon
 “Group photo of people amongst the Beijing LGBTQ community”

298 Tom Selmon
 “Masseurs at an openly gay spa, Beijing”

299 Tommy Kha, Take XIII, Park Slope 2017

300 Tommy Kha, Headtown V, Whiteheaven 2017
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Shirt and trousers: ACNE STUDIOSPhotography: Giorgio Calace
Fashion: Fabrizio Ferrini
Model: 

                           Luca
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All: VERSACE All: SUNNEI
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Jeans: EDWIN
Shirt worn as an apron: SUNNEI 

Jacket: GIVENCHY
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Jacket, shirt and trousers: MSGM 
Hat: VERSACE

Turtleneck: JIL SANDER 
Hoodie: CHAMPION
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Shirt, sweater and trousers: PRADAJacket: LOUIS VUITTON
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Cardigan: MARNI 
T-shirt and trousers: DICKIES

All: MARNI
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Shirt: ACNE STUDIOSJacket: REEBOK
Shirt: MSGM
Hat: VERSACE
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Shirt, turtleneck and trousers: JIL SANDER 
Hoodie: CHAMPION

All: FENDI
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Wall Works
Curated by: Roberta Molincorvo

With a selection of seven contemporary artists, we trace a new 
vision and version of wall works. In search of new ways of art, in 
their different creative paths, we visualize and position, thanks 
to the themes and materials used, the artist in his culture, and 
in his expressive value to define the fullfilment of the work. 

Bisa Butler has always been drawn to portraits, often starting 
a new project from a black and white photo and allowing herself 
to tell the story. Her narrative comes through the fabrics she 
chooses, the textures she combines, and the colors that create 
a completely new composition. “My portraits tell stories that 
may have been forgotten over time. When you see vintage lace 
and aged satin it tells you the story of delicacy and refinement 
of times gone by. When you see it, it is the story of my ancestral 
homeland and the cradle of civilization. When you see multi-
colored organza and netting layered you are told a story of 
something or someone colorful and multifaceted". 

Petra Wolzak perceives herself as a medieval-era monk in Las 
Vegas. With luminous, sparkling effects, she loves to work with 
sequins, silk, beads, gems and wool. There are no names for 
the points she makes, they often arise from errors, for her, the 
embroidering must be similar to the act of painting. "For me, a 
haberdashery is like a candy shop, I want to make everything 
brilliant, even more if the history of the works is as cruel as 
reality, as if the world were bright and golden, but if you look 
closely at it, you'll see a different story.The brighter the world 
the more painful the story must be... ". 

Suchitra Mattai uses many different materials for her works, 
the themes she particularly cares about are the complex 
relationship between the natural and artificial worlds and the 
interrogation of historical and authoritative sources, particularly 
those surrounding colonialism. “My mixed media arras weave 
history, memory and personal narrative together to deconstruct 
attitudes and ideas relating to the colonial “other.” I am 
interested in the way an arras both conceals and reveals. My 
woven works at once reference domestic interiors and a hidden 
history of untold stories. By combining craft-based processes 
and found materials from various time periods, I simultaneously 
evoke and question what is familiar” . 

Ebony G. Patterson in her work uses beauty as a tool. She 
uses opulent surfaces, embellished with brightly colored motifs, 
to seduce the viewer into witnessing violence and the social 
injustices imposed on the invisible classes and the voiceless 
ones. “For almost five years I’ve been exploring the idea of the 
garden as both real as imagined, acknowledging its relationship 
to post-colonial spaces. I am interested in how gardens operate 
as sites of social demarcation. I investigate their relationship 
to beauty, dress, class, race, the body, land, and death.” Her 
artworks articulate protest and outrage, an ethical anger and 
critical lament regarding violence perpetuated against these 
bodies globally. Yet their ire is tempered by the artist’s use of 
floral patterning to bestow honour and dignity on her subjects, 
shrouding them in beauty.

Svetlana Shigroff is an imaginary researcher. She travels in 
dreams, in books, gets lost in the internet. She accumulates 
notes and sketches until she sees the image that will be 
transferred onto large frames, that she will work on with a 
technique called tufting, using recycled materials from fashion. 
“Some of my major influences include personal family lore / 
myths, world mythology - especially goddesses and female-

centered creationist stories, dream interpretation, personal 
ritual and sigil development, unpacking inherited / personal 
trauma and body image / identification. Also, it’s hard to not 
be influenced by the current social and political environment 
in which we are standing by those who are standing up to be 
heard in the face of oppression and backlash". 

Grayson Perry plays with his own identity, which becomes an 
integral part of his work. The autobiographical references, his 
childhood, his family and his alter ego Claire walk hand in hand 
with reflections about being and appearing, the social classes 
and the status of the artist compared to that of the craftsman. 
In many of his works he defies traditional masculinity and 
reveals how his values and features have been eroded, mixing 
multiple social symbols in opposition to common life. 

Baseera Khan uses symbolism, past and present historical 
documents, social or political schemes, family heirlooms, 
emblems of displacement and migration or her own status 
as a Muslim woman in the United States at this historical 
moment as the basis of her work. “I combine distinct and often 
mutually exclusive cultural references to explore the conditions 
of alienation, displacement, assimilation, and fluidity that 
produce a collaged identity. Bodies are constantly subject to 
volatile social environments, especially within capitalist-driven 
societies such as the United States. Over time, to counterpoise 
this subjectivity, I began to self-censor and develop secretive 
environments of sanctuary in my life and work. Living between 
the realms of surveillance and otherness results in a suspension 
between exile and kinship central to my practice”. 

Bisa Butler, Mannish Boy, 2018 
Quiled and appliquéd cotton, wool and chiffon, 137x99cm
Photo courtesy of the artist.

Preta Wolzak, Greetings from mister sunapee
Embroidery (big Yarn-painting) pencil drawing, 
acrylic on canvas, 85x120 cm
Photo courtesy of the artist.

Grayson Perry, The Adoration of the Cage Fighters, 2012 
Wool, cotton, acrylic, polyester and silk tapestry, 200x400 cm 
© Grayson Perry
Courtesy the artist and Victoria Miro, London / Venice

Ebony G. Patterson, ...she saw things she shouldn’t have...for those who bear/bare witness, 2018
Hand-cut jacquard woven photo tapestry with glitter, appliqués, pins, embellishments, fabric, tassels, acrylic, 
brooches, glass pearls, beads, hand-embellished toy gun, and hand-gilded conch shells with toy coins, 
on artist-designed fabric wallpaper, 281.9 x 238.8 cm
Photo by RCH Photography. Courtesy the artist and Monique Meloche Gallery, Chicago.
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Grayson Perry, Kenilworth AM1, 2010
Custom-built motorcycle
Installation view, “The Most Popular Art Exhibition Ever!”
Serpentine Galleries, London, 2017
© Grayson Perry
Courtesy the artist and Victoria Miro, London / Venice

Next spread Left

Svetlana Shigroff, The Alchemistress, 2018
Loop pile tapestry. 
Reclaimed Fabrics, 91,5x122 cm
Photo courtesy of the artist.

Right
 
Suchitra Mattai, Hidden Paradise, 2019
Thread on found fabric, 117x89 cm
Photo courtesy of the artist.





Opposite

Baseera Khan, Seat #14 [Feat.], 
2018
Prayer rugs, artist’s underwear, 
textiles, 71x114x8,9 cm
Photo by Tom Barrett

This page

Baseera Khan, Seat #10 [Feat.], 
2018
Pleather, artist’s underwear, prayer 
rugs, synthetic hair, 132x137x7,6 cm
Photo by Tom Barrett

Next spread, left

Baseera Khan, Lunar Count Down, 
2018 
Handmade wool rugs custom 
designed by artist, made in 
Kashmir, India, 122x76 cm
Photo by Dario Lasagni

Next spread, right

Baseera Khan, Act Up, 2018 -  
Handmade wool rugs custom 
designed by artist, made in 
Kashmir, India, 122x76 cm
Photo by Dario Lasagni
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